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08 June 2017 (13.00 – 15.00) 

 

The Da Vinci Suite, The Catalyst, The University of York, YORK, YO10 5GW 

 

Members 

1. Allan Stewart (Vice Chair)  Selby College 
2. Charles Lane   FERA Science 
3. Sue Gradwell   NYBEP 
4. Ruth Smith (Chair)   PM Management Consultants Ltd 
5. Sam Alexander   Your Consortium 
6. Margaret Hicks-Clarke  Independent 
7. Matt Parsons   York Potash  
8. Jo Corney    DWP 
9. Emma Smailes   FSB 
10. Maxine Squire   City of York Council 
11. Craig Gaskell    Coventry University, Scarborough 
 
Secretariat 
1. Annabel Jelley   Local Enterprise Partnership 
2. Peter Johnson   Local Enterprise Partnership 
3. Jude Knight    Local Enterprise Partnership 
4. Hannah Beever   Local Enterprise Partnership 
5. WEB Publishing   Local Enterprise Partnership 
 

Apologies 

1. Paul Bell    East Riding Council 
2. Paul Brennan   North Yorkshire County Council 

 
Guest 

1. ESFA Representative   Unconfirmed (did not attend) 

2. Andrew Leeming   Local Enterprise Partnership 
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Skills and Employability Board meeting 08.06.17 

Action points arising from this meeting: 

AP1 (RS) To respond to the SFA’s letter 
AP2 (All) To email AJ with any suggestions regarding the plans for Open Calls by 12 June 
AP3 (PJ) To contact the three organisations and inform of the SEB decisions 
AP4 (PJ) To conduct a poll and arrange an extraordinary Skills Capital Panel Meeting 

 
 
1. Welcome, agree previous minutes, actions and matters arising (RS) 

RS welcomed all and reminded the group of the need to declare any conflict of interest. No matters 
were arising; minutes of meeting held 6 April 2017 were accepted as an accurate record. Craig 
Gaskell was welcomed to the group, members introduced themselves. All action points from 
previous meeting completed except: 
 
AP1 (RS) To invite Richard Sherriff to join the SEB (ongoing) 
AP2 (PB) Not pursuing 
AP4 (PB) PB not present to explain status of LMI sharing 
 
AP3 (AJ) SEB Terms Of Reference. A paper was circulated listing all current members and the 
sectors/interests that they represented. All areas were fully represented except for Secondary 
Education. Effort is continuing to address this matter, perhaps to set out how being on the SEB will 
benefit a school. 
 
 
2. ESIF (AJ) 

AJ distributed the papers ‘Inspired People – Update’. It was noted that SA declared a potential 
conflict of interest with the BBO contracts and SG with NEET (Prospects). The ESFA announced at the 
ESIF Committee meeting that many of the contracts we commissioned are not delivering 
satisfactorily. There is an overarching issue that the ESFA is not providing the LEP with the MI 
required and in a timely manner. The Board has written to the ESFA and DWP inviting a 
representative to attend this meeting to discuss this issue and resolve. The ESFA has responded 
informing that it cannot send a representative on this occasion. This matter will be followed-up by 
the SEB. Each contract was discussed, some contracts that were underperforming were likely to 
improve, others were failing because the model is no longer fit for purpose in today’s economy or 
there had been a national policy change which prevented successful delivery.  
The Skills Support for the Workforce contract was the focus of most delivery concerns as it is a 
proven model which is working elsewhere. The main contract holder, Calderdale College is the focus 
of this concern and there are a number of issues with its performance. It is currently delivering at 
25%. PJ informed that he had shared an issue log with Calderdale College. The SEB supported an 
active and supportive approach to ensuring that performance improves. 
 
AP1 (RS) To respond to the SFA’s letter requested improved MI and performance of contracts 
 
AJ distributed the paper ‘Planned Future ESF Calls’ and funding overview. A framework has been 
designed that would commission out the funding effectively. Each of the 11 proposed Open Calls 
were discussed. Members were asked to consider the documents and email any suggestions or 
amendments. 
 
AP2 (All) To email AJ with any suggestions regarding the plans for Open Calls. 
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Resolution 1/2: The Board approved direction and progress being made with the ESIF projects and 
plans for Open Calls 
 
 
3. Skills Capital Update (PJ) 

An update document was circulated and a status given on all projects. No concerns were noted. 
Three specific matters had been discussed during the Skills Capital Panel meeting which took place 
earlier in the day; its recommendations were put to the Skills and Employability Board for 
consideration. 
 
GIFHE ELITE Project 
 
The business case has been appraised and found to contain a number of outstanding queries such as 
grant viability gap, identifying what Local Growth Fund would pay for and managing risks. The 
recommendation to the Skills and Employability Board is to approve funding but with the caveat of 
additional contractual clauses to further safeguard LEP interests. The conditions are: 
 

1. The applicant to supply a detailed financial viability gap analysis. 
2. The applicant to supply detailed financial costs specifying on what works LGF will be spent. 
3. An overage clause to recover grant proportionately dependent upon final land sale values. 
4. A contractual clause to protect LGF funds should there be any change in project ownership. 
5. The applicant to supply details of the land title arrangement with the University of Hull. 
6. The applicant to clarify the position with regards to planning permission. 
7. The applicant to provide an independent state aid assessment. 

 
The recommendation to progress with the conditions above was approved. 
 
York College Higher-Level Engineering Project 
 
The business case has been appraised and numerous issues identified such as York College is 
financially strong and therefore not likely to require the skills capital funding in order for the project 
to progress; insufficient detail was provided about Value For Money and rationale for LGF 
intervention. The Skills Capital Panel recommendation is to reject the application for funding. 
 
The recommendation to reject the application for funding was approved 
 
Craven College Animal Management Centre BREEAM status request 
 
Craven College has requested permission to downgrade the intended BREEAM status from 
‘excellent’ to ‘very good’ in order to transfer the anticipated cost saving (£60K) to other parts of the 
project that are above budget. The recommendation of the Skills Capital Panel was to allow the 
downgrade of BREEAM status to a rating of ‘very good’. 
 
The recommendation to allow the College to downgrade of BREEAM status was approved 
 
AP3 (PJ) To contact the three organisations and inform of the SEB decisions 
 
Resolution 2/2: The Board accepted the progress being made with Skills Capital projects and 
approved the three recommendations of the Skills Capital Panel. 
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4. ESFA Contract Management (SFA representative) 

Prior to the meeting the ESFA informed that it would not send a representative to respond to SEB 

concerns about the lack of accurate and timely management information with ESIF contracts that 

the LEP has commissioned. 

 

 

5. Annual Report and Conference Update – 7 July 2017 (AJ) 

Members please note this date, Friday 7 July 10.30 – 13.00 at the National Agri-tech Innovation 

Centre (FERA). The theme this year is ‘making a real difference’. 

 

 

6. AOB (All) 

HB: Chair required for HLS Project. Professor Craig Gaskell (Provost, Scarborough Campus of 

Coventry University) agreed to discuss becoming the chair of the Project Management Group for the 

Calderdale College Higher Level Skills project. 

 

AL: Informed that a possible further call to offer Skills Capital Funding is likely to take place mid-July. 

Decisions will need to be made such as the focus of expressions of interests, contributions and the 

assessment process. PJ is to conduct a Doodle poll with Skills Capital Panel members to determine 

the best date/time for an extraordinary Skills Capital Panel meeting. This needs to be held during the 

next few weeks). If the call takes place the Skills Capital Panel will also need to convene in August to 

assess Expressions of Interest. 

 

AP4 (PJ) To conduct a poll and arrange an extraordinary Skills Capital Panel Meeting 

 

AJ: On 19 October at the Pavilions on Harrogate there will be a dissemination event for the Progress 

to Success contract that the LEP invested in. This is the contract that supported 20 schools to achieve 

a quality mark in careers guidance. The event is open to all members of the board and will include 

the launch of the evaluation report by Derby University. 

 

Date of next SEB meeting 20 July 2017 (13.00 – 15.00) 


